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Instructions to contestants

1. Answer ALL 35 questions.

2. Enter your answers on the answer sheet proui,ded.

3. For the multiple choi,ce quest'i,ons, enter your answer on the answer sheet by shadi,ng the

bubbte containi,ng the letter (A, B, C, D or E) correspondi.ng to the correct answer.

l. For th,e other short questions, write your answer on the answer sh,eet and, shade the ap-

propriate bubble below your answeT-.

5. No steps are need,ed. to justi'Jy your answers. i.

6. Each questi,on carries 1 mark.

7. No calculators are allowed.

B. Throughout thi.s paper, let lr) denote the greatest i,nteger less than or equal to n. For
eramPle, 12.1J : 2, 13.9J : 3'

9. Throughout thi,s paper, let ai-ra.-z . . . ao denote an n-di,gi.t number wi'th the d'i'gits a; i'n
the correspond,i'ng pos'it'i'on, i.e. an-tdi-z=do:an-Ll}n-L +an-210n-2 + '''+os100.

;

PLEASE DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO



Multiple Choice Questions

1. Among the five nttmbers which one has the smallest value?
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2. Adrian, Biliy, Christopher, David atrd Eric are the five starters of a school's basketball
team. Two among the five shoot with their left hand while the rest shoot with their right
hand. Among the five, only two are more than 1.8 metres in height. Adrian and Billy
shoot with the sarne hand, but Christopher and David shoot with diff'erent hands. Biliy
and Christopher are respectively the shortest and tallest member of the team, while Adrian
and David have the same height. Who is more than 1.8 metres tall and shoots with his

left hand?

None (B) Only Christopher (C) Only Eric
Christopher and Eric (E) Not enough information to ascertain

3. How many ways are there to affange 3 identical blue balls and 2 identical red balls in a
row if the two red balls must always be next to each other?

(A) 2 (B) 4 (c) 5 (D) 10 (E) 20

4. If. a,b and c are positive real numbers such that

a a*b
a*b a+b*c b+c'

then f equals

rt-t (B) 1 (c) Jt (D)
1+ J5 (E) None of the above

5. In the figure below, each distinct ietter represents a unique digit such that the arithmetic
sum holds. What is the digit represented by the letter B?

(B)

IT.

(E) 8

10
6. Find the minimum vaiue of the function 2075 - -2 A- t e& *+&-1-O

(A) 2000 (B) 2005 (C) 2010 (D) 2013 (E) None of the above

(A)
(D)

(A)

MATH
+ MATH

(A) 0 (B) 2 (c) 4

HAB

(D) 6

7. It is known that 99900009 is the product of four consecutive odd
of squares of these four odd numbers.

(c) 4002a (D) 40030

,2

numbers. Find the sum

(E) 40040(A) 4oooo (B) 4oo1o



B. The iengths of the sides of a triangie are 12, 22 - r and z - 2. The total number of possible

integer values of r is

(A) o (B) 1 (c) 2 (D) 3 (E) 4

e. Find the varue * (^{^. ,rt - Vf; - trt)'

(A) 3rt (B) 6 (c) 4J3' (D)

10. If r and g satisfy the equation

(A) 2 (B)i (c)

Short Questions

e (E) +J'+z

2r2 + 3y2 : 4r, ilhe maximum vaiue of 102 * 6y2 rs

8120 (D) ; (E) None of the above

11.

12.

In a shop, the price of a particular type of toy is a whole number greater.than $100. The
total sales of this type of toy on a particular Saturday and Sunday were $1518 and $2346

respectively. Find the total number of toys sold on these two days.

A quadrilateral ABCD has perpendicular diagonals AC and BD with lengths 8 and 10

respectively. Find the area of the quadrilateral.

13. Find the smallest positive integer that is divisible by every integer from 1 to L2.

14. Results of a school wide vote for the president of the student council showed that two-
fifths of the vote went to Alice, five-twelfths of the vote went to Bobby and the rernaining
33 votes went to Charlie. If every student voted, how many students were there in the

, l22l l32l l42l 19921
15. Evaluate the."- 

LTI 
* 

Lal 
* 

Lr.l 
+. + L*l

16. A quiz was given to a class in which one quarter of the students are male. The class

average score on the quiz was 16.5. Excluding three male students whose total score was

21, the average score of all the other si;udents would be i7 while the average score of all
the other male students would be 13.25. Find the average score of female students.



T7.

18.

19.

20.

27.

22.

If l/ : 10014, find the sum of all the digits of l/.

In the diagram below, a rectangle ABCD is inscribed in
the circumference of the circle. Given that lAEl2 + lBEl2
lABl x lBCl:108, find the perimeter of the rectangle.

a circle and E is a point on
+lCEl2 + lDEl2 : 450 and

Find the largest prime factor of 999936.

Find the value of p * e, where p and q are two positive integers such that p and g have no

common factor larger than 1 and

111111
-I-I-I-I-I-_20 ' 30 42 ' 56' 72' 90

Find the value of 13 - 12 - 3r * 2015 if a : 1/2 + 7.

In the diagram below, ABC ts an isosceles triangle with lACl : lBC| The point D lies

on AC such that BD rs perpendicular to AC. The point E lies on BC such that D,E is
parallel to AB. If lADl:3, lABl: 5 and

Area LCDE m
A*^ ACAB: ;'

where m and rz are positive integers with no common factor larger than 1, find the value

ofm*n.

v
q

Find the value of y'(gs x 100 + 2)(100 x 702 +2) + (100 x 2)2



24. Find the remainder when 29152075 is divided by 7.

25. Find the total number of integers in the sequence 20,2I,22, 23,. . . ,2014,2015 which are
multiples of 3 but not multiples of 5.

In the quadrilateral ABCD,lABl:8, lBCl:1, IDAB: 30o and IABC: 60o. If the
area of the quadrilateral is 5/3, find the value of lADl'.

27. Find the total number of six-digit integers of the formlfr71y which are divisible by 33.

28. The line whose equation is 2r*A : 100 meets the g-axis at A. B is the point on the r-axis
such that AB is perpendicular to the line and C lies on AB such that OC is perpendicular
to AB, where O is the origin. D is the foot of perpendicular from C to the z-axis. Find
the area of triangle OC D.

1 1 
= 1. firro the value nr 1* 1.29. Ifry10,A*F:40andri_g' 3,----* tt n*1.

30. Let n be a positive integer. Assume that the sum of n and 7 is a multiple of B but the
difference of n and 7 is a multiple of. 74. Find the largest possible value of n such that
n < 10000.

31. In the diagram below, ABCD is a trapezium with lD : 45", lA: 90", lBCl : 1 and

lC Dl : 2rt. E is a point on C D such that AE is perpendicular to C D, find the vaiue of
4lAEl2. \

A donut shop sells its donuts only in packs of 6 (half-dozen) or in packs of 13 (a baker's
dozen). So it is impossible to purchase exactly 14 donuts from this shop, since 14 cannot
be written as an integral combination of 6 and 13. Find the largest number of donuts that
cannot be purchased from this shop.

If rz is a positive integer such that n2 - 7n* 17 is equal to the product of two consecutive

odd integers, find the sum of these t'ruo consecutive odd integers.

32.

.)!).

34. Evaluate the sum
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up to the 2015th terrn.
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+...



35. Inthediagrambelow,theareaof therectangle ABCD isB0. Thepoint-Eliesontheside
AB. DEFG is a trapezium with parallel sides EF and DG. C is the midpoint of the side

FG. Find the area of the trapezium DEFG if the area of AAED is 23 and the area of

the shaded triangle is 5.


